Hope
Hope is the impetus to live.
Hope creates the will to move forward.
Hope creates optimism. Hope opens
the belief of a better day/a better
time/a higher experience. Hope opens
the door to a new reality. Hope
ignites the Will to Live more. Hope
connects us to a Higher Power within
us.
Hope is an energy engraved on all
human soul. Before one takes birth,
your guides touch your third eye area
and you forget the full essence of who
you are and only bring a tiny energy of
awareness into the earth plane. But
they also anchor the energy of Hope in
your third eye area and this is to
support you, during your time spent on
the earth plane. Your guides know
that, in the dense earth energy, life
can be challenging, and many will want
to quit and return sooner than the life
time planned for that incarnation. The
energy of Hope propels you to move
forward and not give up. You have
taken birth on the earth plane to learn
about balance and to be in harmony.
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The challenges and solutions are
designed by you for your growth.
Hope comes from Love. It is a part of
Love energy. Hope propels you forward.
It is the catalyst for your growth and
evolution. Hope is an energy which can
help you when you feel stuck. You can
call on the energy of Hope to heal deep
seated wounds. It is like a lantern in
the dark night.
On top of each finger, there are
energies. These energies are cosmic in
nature. They have been anchored by
your guides, before you incarnated.
They contain the energy of the planet
Venus, the jumping point for the Souls
before they are born. The energy they
have anchored on top of your fingertips
are the energies of HOPE. Simply
holding your fingers in a vertical
position and gently blowing on top of
your fingers is enough to awaken this
energy. The colour of this energy is
soft blue with shades of white.
Every morning when you wake up,
simply blow into the top of fingers and
awaken this energy and then simply like
washing your face, gently rub your face
with this energy.
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You can also bring the awareness of
this energy into your chakras. Your
elbows hold ancient memories of your
spiritual evolution and contains the
energy of Mastery you have achieved in
other lifetimes and in other planets, in
which you had life streams.
Your knees represent the energy of
courage and the willingness to face life
in the face of life’s challenges. The
pain in the knees represent the inability
or not wanting to face the challenges in
one’s life. Bring the energy of Hope
into both the knees.
You can also bring in the energy of
Hope into your Tongue. Your tongue is
connected to the Pineal Gland and to
the brain structures. The DNA
structures in the tongue will be recoded
with the positive energy of Hope and it
will be reflected in the words you
speak.
Hope energy can support you not only
when you are alive, but also in death.
If you have hope that, when you pass
away, you will have help on the other
side, that will be your reality. So,
hope plays an equally important role in
life and death.
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Make this statement daily when you
wake up in the morning and before you
retire to bed.
I awaken the energy of Hope within my
Cells.
I anchor the energy of Hope into my
nervous system.
It is through your nervous system that
you create the fastest connection to
Mother Earth. And when you are fully
anchored into Mother Earth, there will
be stability in your earthly lives.
Additionally, you can request the
support of Angel Hope to help you to
open this sacred energy. The colour
vibration of hope energy is soft purple.
The vibrational number of Hope energy
is 11. The vibrational tone of Hope
energy is EEEEEZEEEEEE
The hope energy will shift your belief
systems and when your beliefs change,
you will take appropriate action and
you will experience and become what
you created. So, from Hope you come
into a place of Being and your Soul
wants the experience of Beingness in all
moments. Never lose hope. It is s
Divine Gift of your Soul
(CONSISTENT PRACTICE BRINGS RESULTS)
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